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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SCATCHARD ANALYSIS OF PROTEIN:
LIGAND INTERACTION - USE FOR DETERMINATION OF

SOLUBLE AND NUCLEAR STEROID RECEPTOR CONCENTRATIONS

R. Leake, S. Cowan, R. Eason

Steroid receptor concentration may be determined routinely in biopsy samples of breast and
endometrial cancer by the competition method described in Chapter 2. This method yields data
for both the soluble and nuclear fractions of the tissue. The data are usually subject to Scatchard
[ 1 ] analysis. This Appendix describes a computer program written initially for a PDP-11. It has
been modified for use with IBM, Apple Macintosh and BBC microcomputers. The nature of the
correction for competition is described and examples of the printout are given. The program is
flexible and its use for different receptors is explained. The program can be readily adapted to
other assays in which Scatchard analysis is appropriate.

The basis for Scatchard analysis

Scatchard analysis can be applied to any saturation assay using a labelled ligand. For the
interaction of hormone with receptor protein, let us assume that: H represents free steroid; R
represents free receptor, and HR represents hormone-receptor complex then:

H + R = HR (la)

At equilibrium the concentration of complex is B; the concentration of free hormone is F,
and the concentration of free receptor is RQ-B, where R,, is total receptor concentration

H + R = HR (lb)
F[Ro-B] B

The dissociation constant Kd can then be defined from Equation lb as

Kd = F [Ro - B]
B

This can be re-arranged to give:

As seen in Fig. 1, plotting B/F against B should give a straight line of slope -l/Kd . R,,
should be given by the intercept on the X axis. This derivation assumes:

(i) H:R=1:1.
(ii) HR only breaks down to H and R.
(iii) H binds only to R.

Of these assumptions, (iii) is certainly incorrect. Hence the need to correct for lower
affinity binding.
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Fig. 1. Standard Scatchard analysis of binding data. Concentration of bound steroid is shown on the
X axis and the ratio of bound:free steroid is shown on the y-asis.

•Hot • Cold*
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Fig. 2. 'Typical' binding data. If binding is measured at increasing concentrations of free steroid, then the plot
shown for the 'hot' data (assay in the presence of labelled steroid alone) would reflect one high affinity binding
entity in the presence of many low affinity binding molecules. It is implicit in this diagram that the low affinity
binding sites are essential non-saturable over the concentration range ofligand required to saturate the high affinity
site. The specifically bound steroid (BJ is indicated by the difference between the 'Hot' and 'Hot + Cold' lines.

To achieve this, we must remember that a saturation assay of a single, high affinity binding
component , present in conjunction with several other lower affinity components , would be
expected to appear as the 'Hot ' line in Fig. 2. The various parameters (concentrations) involved
in the calculations are:

B s specifically bound steroid
B T total bound steroid
B N S non-specifically bound steroid
F free steroid (as measured in tubes 1-7 of the assay)
FN S free steroid (measured in competit ion tubes 8 -10 of the assay).

Remember that the assay involves 20 incubation tubes of which 1-7 contain increasing
concentrations of 'ho t ' steroid and tubes 8-10 contain the top three concentrations of labelled
steroid together wi th excess unlabelled steroid as competitor.



**Cytosol data section**
Current values of the constants

Specific activity of ligand : 101.0 [in Ci/mmol (3.74 x 103 GBq/mmol)]
Efficiency of counting : 0.32
Dilution factor : 5.0
dpm-Curies* : 0.222E + 13
Added multiplier : 1.0
Bound multiplier : 2.0
•For GBq it is 6E + 10

Fig. 3 Memory input for standard assay conditions.

Assuming then, that the lower affinity components are essentially non-saturable over the
ligand concentration range studied, the plot of counts bound in the presence of competitor (hot
+ cold) against increasing concentration of labelled steroid should be a straight line of constant
slope (=BNS/FNS) (Fig. 2) over the concentration range studied. Thus, this ratio should be a
constant value at all concentrations of free steroid. Therefore, if BNS/FNS is determined at the top
three ligand concentrations (tubes 8-10) and the average taken, then we get [(BNS/FNS)av.].

The non-specific binding at any one point may then be computed as BNS = F x (BNS/FNS)av.
Now Bs = B T - BNS, for each of the seven points. Although this method of correction works well
in practice, it still fails to incorporate a measure of the true concentration of 'available' steroid.
Note that this procedure is only applicable where the lower affinity binding is effectively non-
saturable. Where this is not the case, additional corrections must be introduced [2].

We can now calcualte Bs/F for each point. However, we need some standard information
to convert 'bound' (c.p.m.) to 'bound' (mol/L). For any particular set of data, we need first to
check these standard parameters (Fig. 3). Figs 3-6 refer to what is seen on the VDU of the
computer. Where a value is followed by E+13 or E-3, this indicates the value is x 1013 or x 10~3.
E0 indicates that the value is as stated (i.e. x 10°). Specific activity, of course, refers to the
particular batch of [3H]ligand. Counter efficiency should be checked regularly as should any
'built-in' conversion of c.p.m. to d.p.m. 'Dilution factor' converts the incubation volume to 1
mL. 'Added' and 'Bound' multipliers refer to relevant dilutions involved in aliquoting samples
for counting. 'Added' refers to the aliquot taken to determine 'total' counts added to the
incubation (the volume taken to determine totals is, in this method, exactly the same as that added
to the incubation tubes and so the appropriate multiplier is x 1). 'Bound' refers to the aliquot
taken to determine 'bound' counts (and is 200 uL out of 400 ul, i.e. the multiplier is 2).

The next step is to check the existing 'added c.p.m.' for each assay. If the same batch of
working standard steroid solutions was used for the previous assay, then the added c.p.m. should
be the same. If not, then new added c.p.m. are listed separately (values 1-7 and 8-10,
respectively; see Fig. 4).

Once the particular assay has been identified (e.g. type in patient initials, hospital name,
patient number and date of assay), the non-specifically bound values will be asked for. The
programme is flexible and may be adapted for use with one, two or three 'hot + cold' tubes.
However, where less than three tubes are used, the condition(s) selected should be that with the
highest 'hot' steroid concentrations(s). If there are three non-specifically bound (NSB) tubes,
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Current values of first 7 added c.p.m.
Value 1 = 2688.8
Value 2=4953.5
Value 3 = 6599.7
Value 4 = 10016.0
Value 5 = 21095.8
Value 6 = 28007.7
Value 7=41749.3

After first 7 added c.p.m. values? Y/N : N

Current values of last 3 added cpm
Value 8 = 20726.5
Value 9 = 27916.8
Value 10 = 40653.8

After last 3 added c.p.m.? Y/N : N

Fig. 4. Total 'counts per minute' (c.p.m.) Added at each concentration.

[Bound] B/F
1.343E-10 2.602E0
2.051E-10 2.724E0
3.010E-10 1.945E0
3.414E-10 9.837E-1
3.885E-10 3.690E-1
4.046E-10 2.686E-1
4.099E-10 1.685E-1

Total specific receptors: 5.465E-10 moles/1

Fig. 5. Data output for a single patient.

The points used to derive the data were 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total receptor concentration: 5.655E-10 moles/1
Dissociation constant: 7.657E-11M
Linear correlation coefficient: -9.861E-1

Fig. 6. Scatachard analysis-derived results for a single patient.

insert bound values from tubes 8-10. If competition was only done at the highest 'hot'
concentration, enter the value as NSB value 10. The seven bound values are then entered and the
average correction factor for non-specific binding (from tubes 8-10) will appear. Should the
volume of soluble fraction (cytosol) added to the incubation tube not be 75% of the final
incubation volume, then this appropriate correction should be made at this stage.

The [Bound] and Bound/Free values for each tube are then displayed (Fig. 5), as is the
value for the receptor concentration (Total Specific Receptors) calculated simply from the
competition data at 30 x 10~10 M [3H]estradiol (i.e. tubes 7 and 10 - the highest concentration of
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labelled ligand). This is expressed in mol/L cytosol and, therefore, is corrected for the difference
between added cytosol and final incubation volume.

The data in Fig. 5 can be converted to a graphical plot. Appropriate minimum and
maximum values for the X axis ([Bound] in pmol/L) and the y axis (Bs/F) are selected and
entered. The best fit straight line is then calculated using all seven points, each incorporating the
non-specific binding correction factor. Should there be one or two clear 'outliers', these can be
discarded and the line redrawn. [Note, the discarded point(s) will still appear on the plot but will
not have been taken into account in constructing the new line.] The receptor concentration (in
mol/L cytosol) and Kd value, together with the correlation coefficient related to this line can then
be printed out (Fig. 6).

The data from the nuclear incubation can now be analysed by putting in the appropriate
constants, multiplication factors and experimental data.

This program can be equally well used if both soluble estrogen and soluble progesterone
receptor assays are being carried out.

Some counter manufacturers (e.g. Packard) supply programs to generate Scatchard plots.
Check that any particular program has an adequate correction mechanism for the non-specific
binding.

Application of Scatchard analysis by routine biochemistry laboratories to assays of different
steroid-binding proteins in many different tissues has greatly increased. A flexible computer
program which can accommodate all the variables involved has, therefore, been developed.
Laboratories with access to a PDP 11/34 with graphics terminal or appropriate IBM, Apple
Macintosh or BBC microcomputers can now use this program for any steroid receptor assay
which follows the general outlines described here. One of the past problems in reporting receptor
data, particularly in a clinical context, has been the variable approach to data analysis [3]. Use of
this program should make comparison of data from different laboratories more realistic.
Alternatives to Scatchard methodology are also available for analysis of the binding data [4].
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